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The Lesson







The Broken Window Fallacy





















Who’s “Protected” by 
Tariffs ?











Function of Profits

• 1.  Guides production as to what, how and where articles will be
made.

• 2. A guide to efficient production

• 3.Provision for future investment



The Function Of Profits



Minimum Wage 
Laws

















The Mirage of 
Inflation



The Road to Inflation

Progressive Democrat Lyndon Baines 
Johnson signs The Coinage Act of 1965 
removing silver backing from the U.S. 
Currency reversing a law signed By George 
Washington in 1792.  On June 24, 1967 
Johnson signs a sunset provision on the 
convertibility of the dollar into silver thereby 
making the dollar a fiat currency.  On March 
20, 1968 Johnson signs a law suspending the 
requirement of 25% gold backing for the U.S. 
Dollar.



August 15, 1971-Establishment Republican 
Richard Nixon ends any discipline of gold 
following  Progressive Democrat Lyndon 
Johnson who removes the gold cover from 
the dollar.



Inflation & Deflation
Which Direction for the Economy?
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Process of Inflation-Fiduciary Credit





Mises Prediction on Inflation

• Everything that is done by a government against the 
purchasing power of the monetary unit is, under present 
conditions, done against the middle classes and the 
working classes of the population.

• On Money and Inflation: A Synthesis of Several Lectures, by Ludwig von Mises, 
given at the Foundation for Economic Education















Mises and the Austrians explain that 
the increase in money & credit will 
benefit those who have market power 
or receive the money/credit first.



Again, Things diverge in 1971



Taxes tell a story





Since 1971!  The year Nixon ended the 
Gold Standard
• Notice the year 1971!



1971-Ending the Gold Standard





The Differential in prices give a clue











Compare the prices









If the American people ever allow private banks to 
control the issue of their currency ... the banks ... will 
deprive the people of all property until their children 
wake up homeless on the continent their Fathers 
conquered[.] I believe that banking institutions are 
more dangerous to our liberties than standing 
armies[.]  Thomas Jefferson











The Assault of Saving 



Personal Savings Rate



Americans go further into debt



Why Trade Deficit?

• 1.  Tax Reform Act of 1976‐Watergate Congress

• 2.  Foreign Account Trade Compliance Act (FACTA)‐ Obama Congress (2010)

• Source‐ The New American, April 24, 2014

• 3.  American Firms leaving the U.S.

• 4. The U.S. Dollar becomes a fiat currency

• Source: The Wall Street Journal, May 12, 2014



The following slides show the trade deficit 
increases after Johnson ends metallic 
backing for U.S. dollar and Richard Nixon 
ends dollar convertibility into gold. 



Johnson ends gold & silver backing from dollar









For More Information: Available from 
isibooks.org or Amazon
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